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LACUNY-ILL ROUNDTABLE

Fall 2016 meeting

MEETING MINUTES

Date and Time: December 2, 2016

Location: The Graduate Center, Library C196.05

Attendees: Simone Yearwood (QC); Holly Skir (YC); Beth Posner (GC); Silvia Cho (GC); Julia Furay (KB); Judy Wild (BC); Karen Okamoto (JJ); Evelyn Bodden (CC); Emma Raub (BB); Monique Prince (BB); Judith Schwartz (MEC); Clementine Lewis (LG); Eugene Laper (LE); Sherry Warman (BC); Guerda Baucicaut (BMCC)

New OCLC ILL Product: Discussed the new OCLC ILL product, where to look for updates.

OneSearch: Discussed the SFX menu and implications for ILL

Occam’s Reader: Won’t be purchased for CUNY at the moment; will continue watching development of product. Individual colleges may pursue own initiatives.

Deliveries: discussed recent water damage issue with ELD and METRO missed pickups (and reporting them).

ILL services for undergraduates: discussed which colleges provide or don’t provide ILL services to undergraduates, and why.

Upcoming conferences: ILLiad/Worldshare conference in March ’17.